For many years, I felt awkward. Awkward because I was actively part of two communities that usually conceive of themselves as distinct and separate: reproductive rights and health communities and liberal religious communities. Awkward because I saw the ‘secular’ fight for reproductive rights as a group of people advocating for what they believed to be most right based on their particular values and ethical traditions. I wondered — how was that different from an explicitly faith-based group? Awkward because my liberal religious people often articulated their support of reproductive rights based on the constitutional separation of church and state. Yet it was the particular beliefs of our religious ancestors (Anglo/White New England Puritan Protestants) that formed the basis for United States secularism and national legal system — how convenient!

You see, I was raised in that “collapse” of religious and secular distinctions: as an adolescent, I got comprehensive, body-affirming, feminist sexuality education in church. I really learned what prayer meant while working on an abortion hotline, and my religious community was essential in helping me identify, cope with, heal from, and resist White supremacy. It was only in reproductive justice spaces that my curiosity and persistent challenge to these common-sense distinctions of religious versus secular felt welcomed, where I felt my whole self embraced — my whole self as a person of faith (and now a minister) who is religiously dedicated to people having the right to have children, the right not to have children, and the right to parent their children in safe and healthy environments. You can read about that comprehensive, body-affirming, feminist sexuality education elsewhere. Here I will share what I know about prayer, secularism and religion, and White supremacy. I will share about finding a sense of home in doing reproductive justice religiously.

I first learned to truly pray while working on an abortion hotline. I was in my early 20s and working on the National Abortion Federation’s hotline, where we took calls from people all across the country seeking help regarding unplanned, unwanted, or complicated pregnancies. Many called seeking financial assistance to access abortion services. Because funding assistance was so scarce, we hotliners would have to tell folks calling that unfortunately there was very limited money available. We asked, “Do you have anything to sell or pawn? A TV? Jewelry? Do you have people you can ask for money, even small amounts like ten or twenty dollars? You will need to come up with as much money as you possibly can.” I identified as a privileged, college educated, queer, White/WASP young woman. Working on that hotline required me to intimately encounter both the vast differences and vast similarities between my life experiences and those of many of my callers.

Entering in and out of all kinds of people’s stories and experiences was emotionally exhausting. Confronting the many ways many people lacked adequate support and resources brought up intense feelings of powerlessness. I asked myself, “How do I keep doing this work and not be overcome with...
despair and cynicism?” And so I wrote something. It was a poem-like thing, something I began to say after each of my calls. It did not contain references to anything supernatural or theistic. It did say something about believing in the strength and resiliency of the callers and keeping faith to carry on. My supervisor eventually posted that “poem” in each of the cubicles and shared with other counselors that I had developed the practice of reciting this poem to myself after each call. In other words, I had developed a prayer practice.

The reproductive rights and health movements understandably often expresses hostility towards “religion.” In the name of religion (in particular, its conservative Christian incarnations), profound violence has been and continues to be committed on the people and institutions working to create access to abortion care. But in the face of this conservative Christian opposition and violence, many forget how liberal religious people and institutions, compelled by their spiritual convictions, were deeply involved in the mid-twentieth century in aiding women to access safe abortion services.

Like many liberal, middle class White women, initially I only associated reproductive freedom with abortion and contraception. The particular experiences of some women were over-generalized into universal stories of all women. Too many stories and perspectives were forgotten or dismissed. Stories of black and brown people. Stories of non-secular people. “Just like whiteness and maleness, secularism claims to speak for the whole world” by erasing/forgetting the particular places and people from where it came. Working on the hotline, more and more stories worked their way into my consciousness. Maintaining a dehumanizing denial of particularities, differences, and power dynamics that White supremacy required was simply no longer feasible.

As a person of faith and now a minister who unapologetically draws on non-secular resources and ways of being-knowing-living, I tend to feel far more welcomed into reproductive justice spaces than reproductive rights and health spaces. In 2012 and 2013, I partnered with Forward Together and ACCESS Women’s Health Justice (both reproductive justice organizations) to put on spiritual public events for those actively involved in the reproductive health, rights, and justice movements. I used my particular religious-liturgical tools to create space for participants to listen, receive, and digest different people’s stories, while minimizing the common anxiety to tidy up and unify all these different, divergent narratives. While reproductive rights and health groups may (hesitantly) invite me to show up in my clerical collar, reproductive justice groups have actively partnered with me as a person of faith and religious leader, interested in my particular knowledges and wisdoms, not just the symbolic moral power my clerical collar may (or may not) hold.

How do faith and religion fit with the movements for reproductive health, rights, and justice? Though often times forgotten and denied, in truth, they have never been separate. Reproductive justice as a theoretical framework and movement was born from women committed to embracing complexities and the wisdoms of intersectionality. Thus, in reproductive justice spaces, people can less anxiously remember and encounter all parts of our stories, including the religious-spiritual pieces of themselves and our justice movements. We face enormous challenges in making real the right to have children, not to have children, and to parent their children in safe and healthy environments for all people. We cannot afford to deny ourselves resources and tools that live outside the boundaries of secularism (boundaries that are increasingly harder to define.) The blessing of reproductive justice is that it never denied these resources in the first place.
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